The in-vivo mechanical response of neural tissue during impact loading of the head is simulated using geometrically accurate finite element (FE) head models. However current FE models do not account for the anisotropic elastic material behaviour of brain tissue. In soft biological tissue, there is a correlation between internal microscopic structure and macroscopic mechanical properties. Therefore, constitutive equations are important for the numerical analysis of the soft biological tissues. By exploiting diffusion tensor techniques the anisotropic orientation of neural tissue is incorporated into a non-linear viscoelastic material model for brain tissue and implemented in an explicit FE analysis. The viscoelastic material parameters are derived from published data and the viscoelastic model is used to describe the mechanical response of brain tissue. The model is formulated in terms of a large strain viscoelastic framework and considers non-linear viscous deformations in combination with non-linear elastic behaviour. The constitutive model was applied in the University College Dublin brain trauma model (UCDBTM) (i.e. three-dimensional finite element head model) to predict the mechanical response of the intra-cranial contents due to rotational injury.
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within the brain using diffusion tensor imaging and apply these orientations 1 into the 3D UCDBTM FE model (Horgan and Gilchrist, 2003, 2004) to assess 2 the effects of anisotropy on simulated results of a high rotational TBI. The method used to define the orientation of the fibres within the brain 5 is magnet resonance diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). Diffusion Tensor Imag-6 ing (Basser et al., 1994) is an MRI technique that measures the diffusion 7 orientation of water in tissue. Using the measured diffusion of water within 8 highly directional tissue, for example neuronal white matter, it is possible 9 to extract information relating to the trajectory of axonal fibres within the 10 brain. DTI essentially provides two distinct sets of information based on the 11 Brownian motion of water in the specific tissue being scanned; 12 1. anisotropy of the diffusion (e.g. fractional anisotropy (FA)) 13 2. direction in which the diffusion is occurring 14 By assuming that the largest principal axis of the diffusion tensor aligns 15 with the predominant fibre orientation in an MRI voxel, we can obtain 2D 16 or 3D vector fields that represent the fibre orientation at each voxel. The 3D 17 reconstruction of tract trajectories, or tractography, is a natural extension 18 of such vector fields. This is the simplest method of tract generation and is 19 used in this current study, however this method can be prone to error.
20
The normalised DTI volume used is an example file from Fiber Viewer 21 (Goodlett et al., 2005) . The image set voxel size of 2x2x2 mm isotropic and 22 the averaged diffusion vector of the water molecules contained in each voxel 23 is based on six principal diffusion direction gradients. The voxel size is small 24 enough to distinguish white and grey matter (Figure 1 A) . The white matter 25 consists of tracts that run along various directions and are large enough to 26 discern visually (Figure 1 A and B) . The image resolution is sufficiently high 27 for the white matter tracts to span several voxels. The white matter tracts, 28 in turn, consist of densely packed axons (neuronal projections) in addition 29 to various types of neuroglia and other small populations of cells. Inside 30 the voxel, water molecules are distributed between these cell types and the 31 extracellular space (80-85% are intracellular). Assuming that the orientation 2). Currently, there are several different approaches to reconstruct white approach is based on global energy minimization to find the energetically 1 most favourable path between two predetermined pixels. The most intuitive 2 way to reconstruct a 3D trajectory from a 3D vector field is to propagate a 3 line from a seed point by following the local vector orientation ( Figure 1D ) 4 where the mean diffusivity is represented by λ which is generated from the 5 principal eigenvalues (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ) by the equation
The FA index measures the fraction of the magnitude of the effective diffusion 7 tensor that is ascribed to the anisotropic diffusion. FA is is quantitative and 8 dimensionless. For an isotropic medium, FA = 0 and for a cylindrically 9 symmetric anisotropic medium ( i.e., λ 1 > λ 2 , λ 2 =λ 3 ), FA =1 (Basser and 10 Pierpaoli, 1996). The anisotropy (FA) of the voxel containing the diffusion 11 tensor is generated by the equation
The linear propagation approach, which was dubbed FACT (fibre assignment The location and orientation of the tensor information and the FA is 28 mapped to each element by registering the elements that comprise the brain 29 in the 3D FE model to the 3D FA volume of the brain. Registration of DT Curran and Alexander, 2003, 2004; Zhang et al, 2006 properties). This then forced the intracranial shape to move from its original 27 state to match that of the new intracranial shape. Finally the analysis results 28 were used to create an applied spatial transformation in Matlab which moved 29 the original nodal positions, strain free, to those of the deformed positions.
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This process was used to find the principle orientation of each element in 31 the original FE space; the anisotropy from DTI was then integrated with the 32 model (Figure 2 A and B) . inferior-superior direction. For the purpose of simplification, the preferred 5 fibre direction vector, − → n 0 , is aligned within a local rectangular cartesian coor-6 dinate system and the orientation density function is independent of Eulerian 7 angle, Φ, as defined in the DTI tensor. Therefore, the orientation density
where the term k has been introduced to represent the fibre distribution 10 and describes the degree of anisotropy. Consequently, the generalized second 11 order structure tensor, H, can be written in compact form. the foundation for an anisotropic hyperelastic formulation. In order to de-5 rive the anisotropic hyperelastic strain energy potential W for the brain, it is 6 assumed that it can be separated into an isotropic strain energy potential of 7 the matrix, W m and an anisotropic strain energy potential of axonal fibers, 8 W f . Therefore, the anisotropic strain energy potential function is
where the general second order structural tensor H i ( − → n oi , k) is defined accord-10 ing to equation (4), N is the number of fibre families and C is the isochoric 11 part of the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor C.
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The matrix material is modelled as an incompressible isotropic neo-Hookean 13 model (Ning et al., 2006 , Hrapko et al., 2008 , Van Dommelen et al., 2008 Prange and Margulies, 2002), i.e.
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W m = C 10 I 1 − 3 + 1
where I 1 denotes the first invariant of C, J is the volume ratio, C 10 and D 1 are 16 neo-Hookean coefficients. These neo-Hookean coefficients can be related to 17 the initial shear modulus G 0 and the bulk modulus K 0 as follows
The additional contribution of the anisotropic strain energy potential for the 19 i th family of axonal fibres is 20
where k 1 > 0 is a stress parameter to quantify mechanical tensile strength of 
This Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden material definition was used to model the Table 1 . The dispersion parameter k is defined based on the average fractional anisotropy 9 equation (2) of the fibres for each element group. The material properties 10 of the brain stem are highly anisotropic in nature and are defined separately 11 to the remaining brain tissue that constitute the elements of the cerebrum. (Table 1) . Elements were segmented 6 manually and grouped together to represent specifc structures and regions 7 based on the segmented fibre bundle representations in the DTI data set.
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The gross orientations were overlaid onto the FE head model. This would result in a reduction in the shear forces acting in these fibres. 
